
 
This guide is for use by professional intermediaries only 

Rates valid 11 April 2017 – 26 April 2017 

 

Products 

What mortgage options are open to your clients?   

Please ensure you refer to the current lending LTVs as borrowing limits and restrictions may apply. 

Products may not always be available up to the maximum LTV displayed below. 

 

Equity Share – First Time Buyer     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117877 1.54% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117878 1.64% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117879 1.64% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117880 1.84% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117913 1.94% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

£2m considered on an individual basis    

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117914 2.04% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117915 2.04% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117916 2.24% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117889 2.29% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117890 2.49% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117925 2.49% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117891 2.59% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117926 2.69% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117927 2.79% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117892 2.84% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117928 3.04% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117901 
1.44% 
(BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117902 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117903 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117904 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117937 
1.84% 
(BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117938 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117939 
1.99% 
(BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117940 
2.14% 
(BBR+1.89%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Equity Share – Homebuyer Existing     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117885 1.44% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117886 1.54% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117887 1.54% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



117888 1.74% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117921 1.84% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117922 1.94% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117923 1.94% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117924 2.14% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117897 2.19% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117898 2.39% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117933 2.39% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117899 2.49% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117934 2.59% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117935 2.69% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117900 2.74% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117936 2.94% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117909 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117910 
1.44% 
(BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117911 
1.49% 
(BBR+1.24%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117912 
1.64% 
(BBR+1.39%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117945 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117946 
1.84% 
(BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117947 
1.89% 
(BBR+1.64%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117948 
2.04% 
(BBR+1.79%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Equity Share – Homebuyer New     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117881 1.54% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117882 1.64% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

117883 1.64% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117884 1.84% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117917 1.94% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117918 2.04% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117919 2.04% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117920 2.24% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117893 2.29% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117894 2.49% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117929 2.49% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117895 2.59% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117930 2.69% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117931 2.79% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117896 2.84% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117932 3.04% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117905 
1.44% 
(BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117906 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117907 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117908 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117941 
1.84% 
(BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117942 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



117943 
1.99% 
(BBR+1.74%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117944 
2.14% 
(BBR+1.89%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Family Deposit Mortgage     

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117429‡ 1.10% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117425† 1.10% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117954† 1.10% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       



117953‡ 1.10% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117430‡ 1.25% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117426† 1.25% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117431‡ 1.25% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117427‡ 1.25% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117432† 1.45% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117428‡ 1.45% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117979† 1.50% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117978‡ 1.50% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117693† 1.50% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117689† 1.50% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117694‡ 1.65% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117690† 1.65% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117695‡ 1.65% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117691† 1.65% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117504† 1.75% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117960‡ 1.75% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117959† 1.75% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

116849‡ 1.80% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117696‡ 1.85% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117692† 1.85% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117986‡ 1.95% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117985† 1.95% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117776‡ 1.95% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117772† 1.95% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage Only     

       

117509‡ 2.05% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117505† 2.05% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      



Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117510‡ 2.05% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117506† 2.05% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117777‡ 2.25% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117773† 2.25% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117778‡ 2.25% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117774† 2.25% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117511‡ 2.35% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117507† 2.35% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117779‡ 2.55% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117775† 2.55% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117601‡ 1.10% (BBR+0.85) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117597† 1.10% (BBR+0.85) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117969‡ 1.10% (BBR+0.85) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117968† 1.10% (BBR+0.85) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117602‡ 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117598† 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       



117603‡ 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117599† 1.25% (BBR+1.00) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117604‡ 1.45% (BBR+1.20) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117600† 1.45% (BBR+1.20) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117996‡ 1.50% (BBR+1.25) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117995† 1.50% (BBR+1.25) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117873‡ 1.50% (BBR+1.25) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117869† 1.50% (BBR+1.25) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117874‡ 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117870† 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117875‡ 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 



Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117871† 1.65% (BBR+1.40) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117876‡ 1.85% (BBR+1.60) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

117872† 1.85% (BBR+1.60) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage with capital raising only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 cashback      

Family Deposit Mortgage only     

       

First Time Buyer      

       

(All Home Buyer New products are also available to First Time Buyers)  
Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117358 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117359 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

117360 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117361 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117362 1.54% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117622 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117623 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117624 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117437 1.89% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117625 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117626 1.94% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117705 2.04% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117438 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117439 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117363 2.19% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    



£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117706 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117707 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117440 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117627 2.59% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117708 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117441 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117709 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117442 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116313 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116314 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116526 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117710 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



116315 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116527 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116316 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116528 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116529 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116317 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116530 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117364 3.89% 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116318 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116531 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117628 4.29% 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117443 4.69% 5 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117711 4.89% 5 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117533 
1.19% 
(BBR+0.94%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117534 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117535 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117536 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117537 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117801 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116947 
1.69% 
(BBR+1.44%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117802 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117803 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116948 
1.89% 
(BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

       



117804 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117805 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116949 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117538 
2.19% 
(BBR+1.94%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117806 
2.59% 
(BBR+2.34%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117539 
3.79% 
(BBR+3.54%) 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117807 
4.19% 
(BBR+3.94%) 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase to first time buyers only    

£500 cashback      

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Home Buyer Existing      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117380 1.09% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117949 1.09% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117381 1.24% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117382 1.24% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     



Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117383 1.44% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117384 1.44% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117640 1.49% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117973 1.49% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117641 1.64% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117642 1.64% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117955 1.74% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117459 1.74% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117643 1.84% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117644 1.84% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117723 1.94% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117980 1.94% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117460 2.04% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117461 2.04% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117385 2.09% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117724 2.24% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117725 2.24% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117462 2.34% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

117645 2.49% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117726 2.54% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116804 2.59% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117463 2.59% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117727 2.79% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117464 2.89% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



116325 2.89% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116687 2.89% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116326 2.99% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116538 2.99% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116692 2.99% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117728 3.09% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



116327 3.09% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116539 3.09% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116328 3.19% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116540 3.19% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116541 3.29% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116329 3.54% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116542 3.64% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117386 3.79% 2 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116330 3.79% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116543 3.89% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117646 4.19% 2 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117465 4.59% 5 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117729 4.79% 5 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117555 
1.09% 
(BBR+0.84%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117964 
1.09% 
(BBR+0.84%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117556 
1.24% 
(BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117557 
1.24% 
(BBR+0.99%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117558 
1.44% 
(BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     



£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117559 
1.44% 
(BBR+1.19%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117823 
1.49% 
(BBR+1.24%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117990 
1.49% 
(BBR+1.24%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116953 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117328 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Minimum loan of £5k      

£100 cashback^      

Available for purchase only     

       



117824 
1.64% 
(BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117825 
1.64% 
(BBR+1.39%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116954 
1.79% 
(BBR+1.54%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116955 
1.84% 
(BBR+1.59%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117826 
1.84% 
(BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       



117827 
1.84% 
(BBR+1.59%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117560 
2.09% 
(BBR+1.84%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117828 
2.49% 
(BBR+2.24%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117561 
3.69% 
(BBR+3.44%) 2 years £999 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117829 
4.09% 
(BBR+3.84%) 2 years £0 95% £350k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £5k      

Switch and Fix option available     

£100 cashback^      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Home Buyer New      



       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117369 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117370 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117371 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117372 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117373 1.54% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117629 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117630 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

117631 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117448 1.84% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117632 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117633 1.94% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117712 2.04% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117449 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117450 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117374 2.19% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117713 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117714 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117451 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117634 2.59% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117715 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117452 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117716 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117453 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116319 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116320 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116532 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117717 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116321 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116533 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

116534 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116322 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116535 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116323 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116536 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117375 3.89% 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116324 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116537 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117635 4.29% 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117454 4.69% 5 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117718 4.89% 5 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117544 
1.19% 
(BBR+0.94%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117545 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117546 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      



Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117547 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117548 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117812 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116950 
1.69% 
(BBR+1.44%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117813 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117814 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     



Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116951 
1.89% 
(BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117815 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117816 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

116952 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117549 
2.19% 
(BBR+1.94%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117817 
2.59% 
(BBR+2.34%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     



Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117550 
3.79% 
(BBR+3.54%) 2 years £999 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

117818 
4.19% 
(BBR+3.94%) 2 years £0 95% £250k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for purchase only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Switch and Fix option available     

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

       

Remortgage      

       

Code Initial rate Term Fee LTV* Max loan Options 

Fixed       

117413† 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117419‡ 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117951† 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



       

117952 1.19% 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117414† 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117415† 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117420‡ 1.34% 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117421‡ 1.34% 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117416† 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117417† 1.54% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117422‡ 1.54% 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117423‡ 1.54% 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117677† 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117683‡ 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117976† 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

117977‡ 1.59% 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      



Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

117678† 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117679† 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117684‡ 1.74% 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117685‡ 1.74% 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117492† 1.84% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117498‡ 1.84% 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       



117957† 1.84% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

117958‡ 1.84% 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

117680† 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117681† 1.94% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117686‡ 1.94% 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117687‡ 1.94% 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117760† 2.04% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117766‡ 2.04% 5 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117983† 2.04% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

117984‡ 2.04% 5 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

117493† 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117494† 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117499‡ 2.14% 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117500‡ 2.14% 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117418† 2.19% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117424‡ 2.19% 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

117761† 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117762† 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117767‡ 2.34% 5 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117768‡ 2.34% 5 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117495† 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117501‡ 2.44% 5 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117682† 2.59% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117688‡ 2.59% 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

117763† 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117769‡ 2.64% 5 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117496† 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117502‡ 2.69% 5 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117764† 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117770‡ 2.89% 5 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117497† 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117503‡ 2.99% 5 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       



117517† 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117523‡ 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117962† 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

117963‡ 2.99% 10 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

117518† 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117524‡ 3.09% 10 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117785† 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117791‡ 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117988† 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

117989‡ 3.09% 10 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

117765† 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117771‡ 3.19% 5 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

117519† 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117525‡ 3.19% 10 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117786† 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117792‡ 3.19% 10 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117520† 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117526‡ 3.29% 10 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117787† 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117793‡ 3.29% 10 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     



Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117788† 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117794‡ 3.39% 10 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117521† 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117527‡ 3.64% 10 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117789† 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117795‡ 3.74% 10 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   



Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117522† 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117528‡ 3.89% 10 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

117790† 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

       

117796‡ 3.99% 10 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

Tracker (linked to current BBR)     

117585† 
1.19% 
(BBR+0.94%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117591‡ 
1.19% 
(BBR+0.94%) 2 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      



Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117966† 
1.19% 
(BBR+0.94%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

       

117967‡ 
1.19% 
(BBR+0.94%) 2 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117586† 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117587† 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117592‡ 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     



       

117593‡ 
1.34% 
(BBR+1.09%) 2 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117588† 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117589† 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117594‡ 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117595‡ 
1.54% 
(BBR+1.29%) 2 years £999 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       



117857† 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117863‡ 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £0 60% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117993† 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

       

117994‡ 
1.59% 
(BBR+1.34%) 2 years £0 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117608† 
1.69% 
(BBR+1.44%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117611‡ 
1.69% 
(BBR+1.44%) 5 years £999 60% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   



Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117972‡ 
1.69% 
(BBR+1.44%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117971† 
1.69% 
(BBR+1.44%) 5 years £999 60% £150k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Borrowing in retirement only     

£250 cashback      

       

117858† 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117859† 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117864‡ 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 70% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 



Switch and Fix option available     

       

117865‡ 
1.74% 
(BBR+1.49%) 2 years £0 75% £2m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117609† 
1.89% 
(BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117612‡ 
1.89% 
(BBR+1.64%) 5 years £999 70% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117860† 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117861† 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       



117866‡ 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 80% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117867‡ 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 2 years £0 85% £750k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117610† 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117613‡ 
1.94% 
(BBR+1.69%) 5 years £999 75% £1m KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for remortgage only     

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Cost of standard legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer) covered by Nationwide 

       

117590† 
2.19% 
(BBR+1.94%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117596‡ 
2.19% 
(BBR+1.94%) 2 years £999 90% £500k KFIHide 



Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)    

       

117862† 
2.59% 
(BBR+2.34%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

£250 Cashback      

Switch and Fix option available     

       

117868‡ 
2.59% 
(BBR+2.34%) 2 years £0 90% £500k KFIHide 

Reverts to standard mortgage rate - currently 3.74% (variable)   

Available for like for like remortgage only    

Minimum loan of £25k      

Cost of a standard valuation is covered by Nationwide   

Free legal fees (using a Nationwide Conveyancer)     
 

Fixed and tracker rates are limited offers and can be withdrawn at any time. The actual rate available will 

depend upon your client's circumstances. 

*Maximum LTV. Please ensure you refer to the current lending LTVs as borrowing limits and restrictions 

may apply. Products may not always be available up to the maximum LTV displayed above. Maximum loan 
size refers to the aggregate of all loans. Subject to criteria.  

^Cashback will be paid per account and is payable to customers within one month of completion of the 

mortgage. This cashback will be in addition to any Flexclusive mortgage cashback rewards and only applies 
to customers whose product was reserved on or after 27 July 2016. 

No standard valuation fees on all purchase and remortgage products. 

†Remortgage products that include the cost of a standard valuation and £250 cashback. 

‡Remortgage products that include the cost of a standard valuation and the cost of standard legal fees 

(using a Nationwide Conveyancer). Please visit our Legal Costs section for full details of what legal fees 
Nationwide will and won’t cover. 

At the end of the deal period all fixed and tracker rate mortgages will revert back to our SVR, the fully 

flexible Standard Mortgage Rate (SMR) mortgage - currently 3.74% (variable). The SMR has no upper limit 
or cap. 

For further details on product features and benefits, please use the links below: 

 Mortgage features 

http://cstsitedpls01:8098/lendingcriteria/ltvs
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/remortgages
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/remortgages
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/fees_and_charges/legal_costs
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/mortgage_features


 Product reservation and booking fees 

 Tracker Floor 

 

http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/fees_and_charges/reservation
http://cstsitedpls01:8098/products/mortgage_features/tracker_rate_flexibility

